Incident Response Services

Respond to and remediate cyber crises
and help to stop recurrences

C

yber breaches can happen with unexpected speed and ruin a
business. The estimated average total cost of a data breach is
US$3.86M*. Very few enterprises can recover from a breach and
minimize their losses without having an holistic incident response strategy.
HKT’s Incident Response Services are designed as part of an all-round
cybersecurity solutions to help you fight against cyber attacks with confidence.
It is backed by our experts and Next Generation Security Operations Center
(NG SOC).
* Source: Cost of a Data Breach Report 2020

Supported by:

Effectively investigate root causes and
mitigate threats with a methodical approach
HKT’s Incident Response Services are run by highly experienced and well-trained practitioners. Our accredited
service procedures are based on a combination of industry best practice (SANS, NIST, ISO) and utilizing our vast
local and global threat intelligence. This enables you to swiftly identify root causes, resolve cyber incidents and
return to normal quickly and efficiently with the minimum of disruption.

Benefits

Accelerated response times
Our experienced on-site and remote responders
understand your language and culture, so they can
manage crises quickly and efficiently.

Comprehensive report and
recommendations
We provide reports detailing all actions taken for each
incident, a full assessment of the response efforts and
recommendations for the future.

Peace-of-mind plans to suit your needs

Round-the-clock protection

Retainer and On-demand Incident Response Services are
time-efficient and cost-effective to ensure you have the
right people following the right program at the right time.

Combined with our Threat Management Services (TMS),
we provide 24x7 monitoring, threat hunting and forensic
services by internationally certified experts (GCIH, GCFA,
CCFE, CCTI, GNFA…) at NG SOC.

Crisis-proof your business.
Our team of experts and best practices, ensure your business will be able to bounce back quickly,
and effectively from any breach.

For more details, contact your HKT account manager

